
MODULE-3 

1. Catalytic action of enzymes: Enzymes perform two major functions: 

(i) Provide active sites - Active sites of enzymes hold the substrate molecule in a suitable position, so that it can be attacked 

by the reagent effectively.  

Substrates bind to the active site of the enzyme through a variety of interactions such as ionic bonding, hydrogen bonding, 

van der Waals interaction or dipole-dipole interaction.  

 

(ii) Provide functional groups – Functional groups attack the substrate and carry out chemical reaction. 

 

2. How do drugs/medicines work? - Drug-enzyme interaction: 

 

(i) Drugs can block the binding site (active site) of the enzyme and prevent the binding of substrate. 

(ii)Drugs can inhibit the catalytic activity of the enzyme (enzyme inhibitors). 

3. Two different ways by which drugs inhibit the attachment of substrate on active site of enzymes: 

(i) Competitive inhibitors: These are drugs that compete with the natural substrate for their attachment on the active sites of 

enzymes. 

(ii)Non-competitive inhibitors: These are drugs that drugs do not bind to the enzyme’s active site, but bind to a different site 

of enzyme which is called allosteric site. This binding of inhibitor at allosteric site changes the shape of the active site in 

such a way that substrate cannot recognise it. 

As a result of any one of the Inhibitor – enzyme interaction mentioned above, a strong covalent bond is formed between the 

enzyme and the inhibitor which cannot be broken easily and the enzyme is blocked permanently. The body then degrades the 

enzyme – inhibitor complex and synthesizes the new enzyme. 

4. Sodium hydrogencarbonate or a mixture of aluminium and magnesium hydroxide can be used as antacids. However, 

excessivehydrogencarbonate can make the stomach alkaline and trigger the production of even more acid. Metal hydroxides 

are better alternatives because of being insoluble; these do not increase the pH above neutrality. 

5. Treatment of acidity using sodium hydrogencarbonate or a mixture of aluminium and magnesium hydroxide control only 

symptoms, and not the cause. Hydrochloric acid in the stomach is secreted when the chemical histamine interacts with the 

receptors present in the stomach wall. The drug cimetidine and ranitidineprevent the interaction of histamine with the 

receptors present in the stomach wall and this resulted in release of lesser amount of acid. 

6. Some functions of histamine: (i) It is a vasodilator. (ii) It contracts the smooth muscles in the bronchi and gut and relaxes 

the muscles in the walls of fine blood vessels. (iii) It is also responsible for the nasal congestion associated with common 

cold and allergic response to pollen. 

7. Antihistamines like, brompheniramine and terfenadine interfere with the natural action of histamine by competing with 

histamine for binding sites of receptor where histamine exerts its effect. Then, why do above mentioned antihistamines not 

affect the secretion of acid in stomach?” The reason is that antiallergic and antacid drugs work on different receptors. 

8. When a protein in its native form, is subjected to physical change like change in temperature or chemical change like 

change in pH, the hydrogen bonds are disturbed. Due to this, globules unfold and helix gets uncoiled and protein loses its 

biological activity. This is called denaturation of protein. During denaturation 2° and 3° structures are destroyed but 1º 

structure remains intact. The coagulation of egg white on boiling and curdling of milk are common examples of 

denaturation. 

9. Complete hydrolysis of DNA (or RNA) yields a pentose sugar, phosphoric acid and nitrogen containing heterocyclic 

compounds (called bases). 

10. The two strands of DNA are complementary to each other because the hydrogen bonds are formed between specific pairs 

of bases. Adenine forms hydrogen bonds with thymine whereas cytosine forms hydrogen bonds with guanine. 

 



11. Modern Adsorption Theory of Heterogeneous Catalysis:  

(i) Diffusion of reactants to the surface of the catalyst. 

(ii) Adsorption of reactant molecules on the surface of the catalyst. 

(iii)Occurrence of chemical reaction on the catalyst’s surface through formation of anintermediate. 

(iv)Desorption of reaction products from the catalyst surface, and thereby, making the surface available again for more 

reaction to occur. 

(v) Diffusion of reaction products away from the catalyst’s surface. 

 

Explanation: The surface of the catalyst unlike the inner part of the bulk has free valencies which provide the seat for 

chemical forces of attraction. When a gas comes in contact with such a surface, its molecules are held up there due to loose 

chemical combination. If different molecules are adsorbed side by side, they may react with each other resulting in the 

formation of new molecules. Thus, formed molecules may evaporate leaving the surface for the fresh reactant molecules. 

 

12. Some important characteristics of enzyme catalysis: 
 

(i) Most highly efficient: One molecule of an enzyme may transform one million molecules of the reactant per minute. 

(ii) Highly specific nature: The enzyme urease catalyses the hydrolysis of urea only.It does not catalyse hydrolysis of any 

other amide. 

(iii) Highly active under optimum temperature:The optimum temperature range for enzymatic activity is 298-310K. Human 

body temperature being 310 K is suited for enzyme-catalysed reactions. The rate of an enzyme action is maximum at 

optimum temperature. The enzyme activity decreases above and below this temperature. 

(iv)Increasing activity in the presence of activators and co-enzymes: Activators are generally metal ions such as Na+, Mn2+, 

Co2+, Cu2+, etc. These metal ions, when weakly bonded to enzyme molecules, increase their catalytic activity. Amylase in 

presence of sodium chloride i.e., Na+ ions are catalytically very active.  

It has been observed that when a small non-protein (vitamin) is present along with an enzyme, the catalytic activity is 

enhanced considerably. 

 

(v) Highly active under optimum pH: The rate of an enzyme-catalysed reaction is maximum at a particular pH called 

optimum pH, which is between pH values 5-7. 

13. Mechanism of enzyme catalysed reaction: (Lock and Key model) 

 

The enzyme-catalysed reactions may be considered to proceed in two steps: 

 

Step 1: Binding of enzyme to substrate to form an activated complex. 

E + S →ES≠ 

Step 2: Decomposition of the activated complex to form product. 

ES≠ →E + P 

 

There are active centres on the surface of enzyme particles. The active centres contain functional groups such as -NH2, -

COOH, -SH, -OH, etc. The molecules of the reactant (substrate) interact with these functional groups. 

14. Mass %, ppm, mole fraction and molality are independent of temperature, whereas molarity is a function of temperature. 

This is because volume depends on temperature and the mass does not. 

 

 



15. Different gases have different KH values at the same temperature. This suggests that KH is a function of the nature of the 

gas. Higher the value of KH at a given pressure, the lower is the solubility of the gas in the liquid.  

Gas Temperature/K KH/kbar 

O2 293 34.86 

O2 303 46.82 

 

It can be seen from table given that KH values for O2 increase with increase of temperature indicating that the solubility of 

gases increases with decrease of temperature. It is due to this reason that aquatic species are more comfortable in cold 

waters rather than in warm waters. 

16. Minimum boiling azeotrope: For the solutions with positive deviation there is an intermediate composition for which the 

vapour pressure of the solution is maximum and hence, boiling point is minimum. At this composition the solution distils at 
constant temperature without change in composition. These types of solutions are called minimum boiling azeotrope. e.g., 

                  ; ,  

Maximum boiling azeotrope : For the solutions with negative deviations there is an intermediate composition for which the 

vapour pressure of the solution is minimum and hence, boiling point is maximum. At this composition the solution distils at 

constant temperature without the change in composition. These types of solutions are called maximum boiling azeotrope. 

e.g., 

 

17. Measurement of Electrode potential: (SHE/NHE) 

According to convention, a half-cell called standard hydrogen electrode represented byPt(s) |H2 (g) |H+ (aq), is assigned a 

zero potential at all temperatures corresponding to the reaction, H+(aq) + e– → ½ H2(g). 

The standard hydrogen electrode consists of a platinum electrode coated with platinum black. The electrode is dipped in an 

acidic solution and pure hydrogen gas is bubbled through it. The concentration of both the reduced and oxidised forms of 

hydrogen is maintained at unity. This implies that the pressure of hydrogen gas is one bar and the concentration of hydrogen 

ion in the solution is one molar. 

At 298 K the emf of the following cells can be calculated as follows: 

(i) Pt(s) |H2 (g, 1 bar) |H+ (aq, 1 M) | |Cu2+ (aq, 1M) | Cu(s). When the half cells are connected through a voltmeter, from the 

deflection of the voltmeter, anode side and cathode side could be predicted. Here, SHE acts as the anode and the other half 

cell, the cathode. The measured emf for the given cell is 0.34V. Therefore, Eo= Eo
R– EoL; Eo=0.34V–0.00V; Eo=+0.34 V 

(ii) Zn(s)| Zn2+ (aq, 1M)| |H+ (aq, 1 M) |H2 (g, 1 bar) |Pt(s). Here, SHE acts as the cathode and the other half cell, the anode. 

The measured emf for the given cell is 0.76V. Therefore, Eo= Eo
R– Eo

L; Eo=0.00V–0.76V; Eo= — 0.76V 

18. Electrical conductance through metals is called metallic or electronic conductance and is due to the movement of 

electrons. The electronic conductance depends on(i)the nature and structure of the metal(ii)the number of valence electrons 

per atom(iii)temperature (it decreases with increase of temperature) 

19. The conductance of electricity by ions present in the solutions is called electrolytic or ionic conductance. The 

conductivity of electrolytic (ionic) solutions depends on: 

(i) the nature of the electrolyte added 

(ii) size of the ions produced and their solvation 

(iii) the nature of the solvent and its viscosity 

(iv) concentration of the electrolyte 

(v) temperature (it increases with the increase of temperature). 

 

 

 

20. Faraday’s two laws of electrolysis: 



(i) First Law: The amount of chemical reaction which occurs at any electrode during electrolysis by a current is proportional 

to the quantity of electricity passed through the electrolyte (solution or melt). 

(ii) Second Law: The amounts of different substances liberated by the same quantity of electricity passing through the 

electrolytic solution are proportional to their chemical equivalent weights (Atomic Mass of Metal ÷ Number of electrons 

required to reduce the cation). 

 

21. For a battery to be of practical use it should be reasonably light, compact and its voltage should not vary appreciably 

during its use. There are mainly two types of batteries: 

In the primary batteries, the reaction occurs only once and after use over a period of time the battery becomes dead and 

cannot be reused again. 

A secondary cell after use can be recharged by passing current through it in the opposite direction so that it can be used 

again. 

 

22. Dry Cell(Primary cell): Anode- Zn container; Cathode- Carbon (graphite) rod surrounded by powdered manganese 

dioxide and carbon; Electrolyte- Moist paste of ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) and zinc chloride (ZnCl2). 

Electrode reactions: At anode: Zn(s) → Zn2++ 2e– 

At cathode: MnO2+ NH4
++ e– →MnO (OH) + NH3 

In the reaction at cathode, manganese is reduced from the + 4 oxidation state to the +3 state. Ammonia produced in the 

reaction forms a complex with Zn2+ to give [Zn (NH3)4]
2+. The cell has a potential of nearly 1.5 V. 

 

23. Mercury cell (Primary cell): Anode- Zinc – mercury amalgam; Cathode-Paste of HgO and carbon; Electrolyte- Paste of 

KOH and ZnO. 

Electrode reactions: At anode: Zn (Hg) + 2OH–→ZnO(s) + H2O + 2e– 

At cathode: HgO + H2O + 2e–→Hg (l) + 2OH– 

Overall reaction: Zn(Hg) + HgO(s) → ZnO(s) + Hg(l) 

Mercury cell suitable for low current devices like hearing aids, watches, etc. The cell potential is approximately 1.35 V and 

remains constant during its life as the overall reaction does not involve any ion in solution whose concentration can change 

during its life time. 

24. Lead storage battery (Secondary cell): Anode- Lead; Cathode- A grid of lead packed with lead dioxide (PbO2); 

Electrolyte- 38% solution of sulphuric acid. 

Electrode reactions (while discharging/when the battery is in use): 

At anode: Pb(s) + SO4
2–(aq) → PbSO4(s) + 2e– 

At Cathode: PbO2(s) + SO4
2–(aq) + 4H+(aq) + 2e–→PbSO4(s) + 2H2O (l) 

 

Overall cell reaction: Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + 2H2SO4 (aq) → 2PbSO4(s) + 2H2O (l) 

 

On charging the battery the reaction is reversed and PbSO4 (s) on anode and cathode is converted into Pb and PbO2, 

respectively. 

25. Nickel-cadmium cell (Secondary cell): 

Overall cell reaction: Cd (s) + 2Ni (OH) 3 (s) → CdO(s) + 2Ni (OH) 2 (s) + H2O (l) 

It has a longer life than the lead storage cell but more expensive to manufacture. 

 

 



26. Fuel cell: Anode and Cathode - Porous carbon electrodes impregnated with finely divided Pt or Pdmetal(catalyst); 

Electrolyte - Concentrated aqueous sodium hydroxide solution. 

Electrode reactions: 

At anode: O2 (g) + 2H2O (l) + 4e–⎯→ 4OH–(aq) 

At Cathode: 2H2 (g) + 4OH–(aq) ⎯→ 4H2O(l) + 4e– 

Overall cell reaction: 2H2(g) + O2(g) ⎯→ 2 H2O (l) 

27. Like liquids, amorphous solids have a tendency to flow, though very slowly. Therefore, sometimes these are called 

pseudo solids or super cooled liquids. Glass panes fixed to windows or doors of old buildings are invariably found to be 

slightly thicker at the bottom than at the top. This is because the glass flows down very slowly and makes the bottom portion 

slightly thicker. 

28. Some glass objects from ancient civilisations are found to become milky in appearance because of some crystallisation. 

29. Crystalline solids have long range order which means that there is a regular pattern of arrangement of particles (atoms, 

molecules or ions) which repeats itself periodically over the entire crystal. Sodium chloride and quartz are crystalline solids.  

The arrangement of constituent particles in an amorphous solid has only short range order. In such an arrangement, a 

regular and periodically repeating pattern is observed over short distances only. Such portions are scattered and in between 

the arrangement is disordered. Glass, rubber, plastics and quartz glass are amorphous solids. 

Note: Amorphous silicon is one of the best photovoltaic materials available for conversion of sunlight into electricity. 

30. Crystalline solids are anisotropic in nature, that is, some of their physical properties like electrical resistance or 

refractive index show different values when measured along different directions in the same crystals. This arises from 

different arrangement of particles in different directions. 

Amorphous solids on the other hand are isotropic in nature. It is because there is no  

long range order in them and arrangement is irregular along all the directions. Therefore, value of any physical property 

would be same along any direction. 

 

31. Doping with electron rich impurities: (n-type of semiconductor) 
When silicon or germanium (Group 14) is doped with phosphorous or arsenic (Group 15), four electrons of phosphorous or 

arsenic out of five, make covalent bonds with four electrons of silicon or germanium leaving one electron free; which 

increases the electrical conductivity of silicon or germanium. 

Doping with electron deficient impurities: (p-type semiconductor) 

When silicon or germanium (Group 14) is doped with boron, aluminium or gallium (Group 13), three electrons of group 13 

elements make covalent bonds with three electrons of silicon or germanium leaving one electron free, which can move into 

the vacant orbitals of the atom of the group 13 element under the influence of an electric field, giving rise to a vacant orbital 

(called a hole).An electron from a neighbouring atom can come and fill the electron hole, but in doing so, it would leave an 

electron hole at its original position. When this continues, it would appear as if the electron hole has moved in the direction 

opposite to that of the electron that filled it.Under the influence of electric field, electrons would move towards the positively 

charged plate through electronic holes, but it would appear as if electron holes are positively charged and are moving 

towards negatively charged plate. 

 

32. Defects develop in crystals when crystallisation process occurs at fast or moderate rate. The defects are basically 

irregularities in the arrangement of constituent particles.  

33. The atomic orbitals of metal atoms form molecular orbitals which are so close in energy to each other that they appear in 

the form ofa band. 

If this band is partially filled or it overlaps with a higher energy unoccupied conduction band, then electrons can flow easily 

under an applied electric field and the metal shows conductivity. 

If the gap between filled valence band and the next higherunoccupied band (conduction band) is large, electrons cannot 

jump toit and such a substance has very small conductivity and it behaves as an insulator. 

 

In case of semiconductors, the gap between the valence band and conduction band is small. Therefore, some electrons may 

jump to conduction band and show some conductivity. Electrical conductivity of semiconductors increases with rise in 



temperature, since more electrons can jump to the conduction band. Substances like silicon and germanium show this type of 

behaviour and are called intrinsic semiconductors. 

Note: The conductivity of these intrinsic semiconductors is too low tobe of practical use. Their conductivity is increased by 

adding an appropriate amount of suitable impurity. This process is called doping. 

34. Applications of n-type and p-type semiconductors: 

(i) Various combinations of n-type and p-type semiconductors are used for making electronic components.  

(ii) Diode is a combination of n-type and p-type semiconductors and is used as a rectifier. 

(iii) Transistors are made by sandwiching a layer of one type of semiconductor between two layers of the other type of 

semiconductor. 

(iv) npn and pnp type of transistors are used to detect or amplify radio or audio signals.  

(v) The solar cell is an efficient photo-diode used for conversion of light energy into electrical energy. 

35. The magnetic moment of any electron is mainly because of orbital motion and the axis spinning around the nucleus. The 

magnetic moment is a vector quantity and net magnetic moment of any electron could be represented by an arrow. 

 
 
36. Domains: In solid state, the metal ions of ferromagnetic substances are grouped together into small regions called 

domains. Each domain acts as a tiny magnet. In the absence of a magnetic field, the domains are randomly oriented.  When 

the substance is placed in a magnetic field all the domains get oriented in the direction of the magnetic field and a strong 

magnetic effect is produced. 

 

Note:1. When a ferromagnetic substance is placed in a magnetic field all the domains get oriented in the direction of the 

magnetic field and a strong magnetic effect is produced. This ordering of domains persists even when the magnetic field is 

removed and the ferromagnetic substance becomes a permanent magnet. 

Note:2. In a ferromagnetic substance the domains are grouped in parallel and anti-parallel direction but in unequal 

number.Ferrimagnetic substances become paramagnetic on heating. 

 

 

 



37. Characteristics of a crystal lattice: 

(a) Each point in a lattice is called lattice point or lattice site. 

(b) Each point in a crystal lattice represents one constituent particle whichmay be an atom, a molecule (group of atoms) or an 

ion. 

 

(c) Lattice points are joined by straight lines to bring out the geometry ofthe lattice. 

 

38. A unit cell is characterised by six parameters:  

(i) its dimensions along the three edges, a, b and c. (These edges may or may not be mutually perpendicular.) 

(ii) angles between the edges, α (between band c), β (between a and c) and γ (between a and b). 

 

39. A large variety of solid state materials have been prepared by combination of groups 13 and 15 or 12 and 16 to simulate 

average valence of four as in Ge or Si. Typical compounds of groups 13 – 15 are InSb, AlP and GaAs. Gallium arsenide 

(GaAs) semiconductors have very fast response and have revolutionised the design of semiconductor devices. ZnS, CdS, 

CdSe and HgTe are examples of groups 12 – 16 compounds.  

40. Certain transition metal oxides like TiO, CrO2 and ReO3 behave like metals. Rhenium oxide, ReO3 is like metallic 

copper in its conductivity and appearance. 

41.Electrolytic Conductance: The conductance is the property of the conductor (metallic as well as electrolytic) which 

facilitates the flow of electricity through it. It is equal to the reciprocal of resistance i.e., 

               Conductance = 1/Resistance = 1/R                            ..... (i) 

It is expressed on the unit called reciprocal ohm (ohm-1 or mho) or siemens. 

Specific conductance or conductivity:  The resistance of any conductor varies directly as its length (l) and inversely as its 

cross-sectional area (a), i.e., 

R ∝ 1/a or R= ρ 1/a                                         ..... (ii) 

where is called the specific resistance. 

If l = 1 cm and a = 1 cm2, then 

R = ρ                                                         ..... (iii) 

The specific resistance is, thus, defined as the resistance of one cm3of a conductor. 

The reciprocal of specific resistance is termed the specific conductance or it is the conductance of one cm3of a conductor. 

It is denoted by the symbol, κ. Thus,  

κ= 1/ρ                                                    ...... (iv) 

       Specific conductance is also called conductivity. 

       From Eq. (ii), we have 

       ρ = a/l.R or 1/ρ = 1/a.1/R 

       K = 1/a×C     (1/a = cell constant) 

      or Specific conductance = Conductance × cell constant 

 

 

 

 



42.  

 

 

43. Tetrahedral and octahedral voids: In whatever way the constituent particles (atoms, molecules or ions) are packed, 

there is always some free space in the form of voids. 

 

 
 

Tetrahedral void: (i) A void involving four spheres. (ii) A tetrahedron is formed when the centres of these four spheres are 

joined.  



Octahedral void: (i) A void involving six spheres. (ii) An octahedron is formed when the centres of these six spheres are 

joined. 

Note: The number of these two types of voids depends upon the number of close packed spheres: 

Let the number of close packed spheres be N, then: 

The number of octahedral voids generated = N 

The number of tetrahedral voids generated = 2N 

 

44. 

Type of Solution Solute Solvent 

 

Common Examples 

Gaseous Solutions Gas Gas Mixture of oxygen and 

nitrogen gases 

Liquid Gas Chloroform mixed with 

nitrogen gas 

Solid Gas Camphor in nitrogen gas 

Liquid Solutions Gas Liquid Oxygen dissolved in water 

Liquid Liquid Ethanol dissolved in water 

Solid Liquid Glucose dissolved in water 

 

Solid solutions Gas Solid Solution of hydrogen in 

palladium 

Liquid Solid Amalgam of mercury with 

sodium 

Solid Solid Copper dissolved in gold 

 

45. Types of Colloidal Systems: 

S.No. Dispersed Phase Dispersion Medium Type of colloid Examples 

1. Gas Liquid Foam Soap lather, whipped cream, froth. 

2. Gas Solid Solid sol Pumice stone, foam rubber. 

3. Liquid Gas Aerosol Mist, fog, clouds, insecticide sprays. 

4. Liquid Liquid Emulsion Milk, hair cream.  

5. Liquid Solid Gel Curd, cheese, jellies, shoe polish, 
butter. 

6. Solid Gas Solid Aerosol Smoke, dust. 

7. Solid Liquid Sols Paints, gold sol, inks, cell fluids. 

8. Solid Solid Solid sol Alloys, coloured glass, gem stones. 

 

46. Plane polarised light: (+ or dextro rotatory and ─ or laevo rotatory optical isomer ) 

 



Effect of an optically active solution on the plane of polarization of plane-polarized light. The unpolarized light is passed 

through a polarizer. The resultant polarized light thereafter passes through a solution containing a dextrorotatory optical 

isomer. As a result, the plane of polarization of the light is rotated to the right relative to an observer looking toward the 

light source. 
 
47.  

Ion/Complex Central 

metal 

ion 

Configuration of 

metal ion 

Hybridization of metal 

ion involved 

Geometry of the 

complex 

Number of 

unpaired 

electrons 

Magnetic 

behaviour 

 

 

 

 

Octahedral 1 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 2 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 3 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 3 Paramagnetic 

 

 

 

 

Octahedral 4 Paramagnetic 

 

 

 

 

Octahedral 2 Paramagnetic 

 

 

 

 

Tetrahedral 5 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 5 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 5 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 1 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 0 Diamagnetic 

 

  

 

Tetrahedral 4 Para-magnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 0 Diamagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 4 Paramagnetic 

 

 

 

 

Tetrahedral 0 Diamagnetic 

 

  

 

Square planar 0 Diamagnetic 

 

  

 

Tetrahedral 2 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Octahedral 2 Paramagnetic 

 

  

 

Tetrahedral 1 Paramagnetic 

 

 

 

 

Tetrahedral 0 Diamagnetic 

 

  

 

Square planar 0 Diamagnetic 

 

 



48. Crystal field splitting in octahedral and tetrahedral complexes: 

 

49. Variation of Molar Conductivity with Concentration: 

 

From the above plot it is clear that 

(a) Molar conductivity of a strong electrolyte (KCl) increases to a small extent with dilution due to decrease in interionic 

attraction. 

(b) Molar conductivity of a weak electrolyte (CH3COOH) also increase with dilution, but the magnitude of increase 

of Λm for weak electrolyte is much larger than that of a strong electrolyte. 

(c) it is possible to determine Λm
o of a strong electrolyte by extrapolation of graph of Λmvs √C which is not possible in case 

of a weak electrolyte. 

Note: We know that  Λm of a solution of both weak/strong electrolytes increases with dilution. But, specific conductivity,κ 

decreases with dilution due to the decrease in number of current carrying particles per cm2. At infinite dilution, a limiting 

value of conductivity (Λo) is obtained. Λo for any strong electrolyte is calculated by graphical method while the same for 

weak electrolyte is determined by Kohlarausch’s law. 

50. White phosphorous is less stable and therefore more reactive than other solid phases under normal conditions because of 

angular strain in the P4 molecule where the angles are only 60º in comparison to the polymeric chains of tetrahedral in red 

phosphorous. 
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